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Invited Paper
Linear absorption as a tool to measure
the exciton delocalization length in molecular assemblies
Lisette D. Bakalis, Jasper Knoester*
Institute for Theoretical Physics and Materials Science Center, Nijenborgh 4, 9747 AG Groningen, The Netherlands
Abstract
Using numerical simulations, we study the possibility to determine the exciton delocalization length in molecular
aggregates from the width of the linear absorption spectrum. We show that, in practice, the most useful approach is not
based on the well-known exchange narrowing of the line width, but rather on the typical separation between the two
lowest exciton states lying in one delocalization interval. We discuss the application to pseudo-isocyanine (PIC)
J aggregates and the bacterial antenna complex LH2. ( 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The extent of the Frenkel exciton wave functions in
molecular assemblies, determined by the competition be-
tween intermolecular transfer interactions and (static)
disorder, has been a central issue over the past decade. In
this context the B850 ring of the bacterial light harvesting
complex LH2 has recently drawn particular attention.
Claims concerning the extent of the excitons in this
system range from a few (2}4) molecules to the entire ring
(18 molecules) [1}6]. Various experimental techniques
exist to obtain information on this length. Examples are
the absorption linewidth (exchange narrowing) [7,8], the
spontaneous emission rate (superradiance) [9], and the
pump}probe spectrum (Pauli exclusion) [10,11]. As these
di!erent methods are not necessarily sensitive to the
same properties of the exciton wave functions, they may
di!er in their results [4].
In this paper, we return to the absorption linewidth as
a tool to measure the delocalization length. We argue
that this width should not be used in the conventional
way (exchange narrowing), but should rather be inter-
preted as the energy separation between the two lowest
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exciton states on one localization segment. Using numer-
ical simulations, we compare the delocalization length
obtained in this way to the ‘reala delocalization length
obtained from the participation ratio of the exciton wave
functions. Thus, we establish the validity and limitations
of this approach.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we
give the two di!erent physical arguments that relate the
absorption linewidth to the delocalization length. In Sec-
tion 3 we present the results of our numerical simula-
tions, while in Section 4 we discuss the implications of
our results for pseudo-isocyanine (PIC) J aggregates
and the LH2 antenna system. Finally, we conclude in
Section 5.
2. Scaling arguments
We consider linear molecular aggregates consisting of
N two-level molecules. The Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian
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denote the Pauli creation and annihila-
tion operators, respectively, for an excitation on molecule
n, u
0
is the average molecular transition energy, and J is
the nearest-neighbor excitation transfer interaction.
Static disorder is incorporated through the o!sets e
n
,
which are independently chosen from a Gaussian distri-
bution with standard deviation p (FWHM 2.35p). We use
open boundary conditions and set +"1. We stress that
the boundary conditions are not important, as we will
mostly focus on the regime where the delocalization
length is much smaller than the aggregate size.
The linear absorption spectrum of the model Eq. (1)
has been studied extensively [12,13]. For J-aggregates
(J(0) and p at most of the order of DJD, the spectrum lies
at the lower exciton band edge (u&u
0
!2DJD). Its shape
is asymmetric, with a Gaussian low-energy wing and
a more pronounced high-energy wing. Concerning the
width of the spectrum, two simple arguments can be
made, which both start from the situation of an ordered
aggregate (p"0). In this situation, the one-exciton






N#1B bK sn D0T, (2)
where k"1, 2,2,N and D0T denotes the ground state (all
molecules in the ground state). The energy of the kth








As is well known, the k"1 state dominates the absorp-
tion spectrum of the ordered aggregate if all transition
dipoles are parallel. If we discard homogeneous line
broadening (see below), the related absorption line has
zero width. At "nite disorder, however, this changes. The
static disorder has two e!ects: (i) It adds a random
component to the frequency X
k
of the k states. (ii) It
mixes the k states with each other due to the fact that
translational symmetry is broken by the disorder. As
long as the mixing interaction is small compared to the
spectral separation between the k"1 and the k"2
states, the k"1 state still dominates the absorption
spectrum and we may account for the disorder in a per-









Dk"1T, of the k"1 level for a par-
ticular disorder realization Me
n
N is roughly given by the
average of the N random molecular o!sets e
n
. Thus,
the absorption line width is determined by the width of
the distribution of this average o!set, which is given by
p/JN for Gaussian disorder. This is the well-known
exchange narrowing argument, which was "rst made by
Knapp [7]. If one considers the problem in somewhat
more detail, one "nds that the k states of the linear chain
are, in fact, shifted by a weighted average of the molecular
o!sets Me
n
N, which eventually gives for the absorption line





In practice, aggregates are mostly too long or the
disorder is too strong to neglect the mixing of the exciton
states. The properly mixed exciton states are localized on
part of the aggregate, with a typical length N
$%-
. Obvi-
ously, the width is then no longer determined by the
aggregate size, but instead one thinks of the disordered
aggregate as being built up from ordered segments of
e!ective length N
$%-
. Using Eq. (4) this leads to a relation






It is known from numerical simulations that this heuris-
tic exchange narrowing argument works rather well
[13,16], so that it seems justi"ed to use Eq. (5) to deter-
mine the delocalization length in a particular aggregate
ensemble by measuring=. This method has indeed been
used in the literature (see, e.g., Ref. [8]). A serious draw-
back of the method, however, is that one needs input on
the value of p. This is usually taken from the absorption
line width of dilute solutions, in which aggregation plays
no role. Obviously, however, the disorder strength felt by
a single molecule in an aggregate may be quite di!erent
from the dilute-solution situation. As it is di$cult to
obtain direct experimental information on p, the ex-
change narrowing method is very uncertain.
We now turn to the second method to relate the line
width to the delocalization length. For increasing dis-
order, oscillator strength is transferred from the k"1
state to the higher exciton states. For small disorder, only
the mixing between the lowest states is important and the
typical width over which the oscillator strength is distrib-








As long as the disorder is not too large, these exciton
states are still visible as separate lines. When the disorder
increases more and more, however, the excitons localize
and the lines due to the various k states merge into one
broader line, whose typical width is given by *E as in
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Fig. 1. Exciton delocalization length NW
$%-
obtained from the
simulated linear absorption spectrum for J aggregates of
N"250 molecules long, plotted against the delocalization
length calculated from the participation ratio at the J band
center. Data points correspond to c/DJD"0 (e), 8 ) 10~4 (#),
2 ) 10~3 (h), and 8 ) 10~3 (]), respectively. The solid line is the
best linear "t through the 11 lowest data points for c"0, with
slope a"1.12 and abscissa b"1.86.
Eq. (7) suggests that the delocalization length may be








where we use the superscript ‘=a to indicate the origin
of this measure for the delocalization length. The advant-
age of this measure over the usual exchange narrowing
argument, is that generally the position of the aggregate
absorption band gives independent information about
the interaction strength J, so that all quantities in the
right-hand side of Eq. (8) are known with a reasonable
accuracy.
In the next section, we will present results of a
numerical check of the validity of this measure for the
delocalization length. Before doing that, however, we
note that indirect support for this measure is obtained
from equating the expressions (5) and (7) for =. Doing
so, one can eliminate N
$%-
, from which one "nds
=&p4@3. This powerlaw behavior in the intermediate
disorder regime (1;N
$%-
;N) has indeed been con-
"rmed in many analytical and numerical studies (see, e.g.,
Refs. [12,13]). The derivation which we have given here
for this scaling is very similar to the one presented by
Malyshev [14].
3. Numerical results
We have studied the validity of the measure Eq. (8)
for the delocalization length by performing numerical
simulations. The absorption spectrum was simulated
for linear aggregates of 250 molecules with parallel
transition dipoles and with a disorder strength varying
from p"0.001DJD to 0.3DJD. In these calculations,
we also allowed for a "nite homogeneous line width by
giving each individual exciton transition a Lorentzian
line shape of width c (HWHM). This is equivalent
to convoluting the spectrum for c"0 with this
Lorentzian. Details of these simulations can be found in
Ref. [11]. For each p, the width = of the thus simu-
lated absorption line was measured, from which we cal-
culated NW
$%-
according to Eq. (8). At the same time,
we calculated a reference delocalization length N
$%-
directly from the simulated exciton wave functions
through the participation ratio at the position u
c
of the maximum of the absorption spectrum. This well-













where S2T indicates the disorder average. Based on the





)4"3/(2(N#1)), we de"ne as reference (‘reala)








In Fig. 1, we present our results by plotting, for
each disorder strength p considered, the value of
NW
$%-
against the delocalization length obtained from
the participation ratio. In this "gure, one moves from
right to left when increasing the disorder. We "rst focus
on the data for vanishing homogeneous linewidth (e), for
which we see up to a delocalization length of about 120







where the best "t is obtained for a"1.12 and b"1.86.
The breakdown of the linear scaling at higher delocaliza-
tion lengths is due to the fact that we then run out of the
intermediate disorder regime, where Eq. (7) breaks down.
In fact, if the disorder becomes so small that the excitons
are almost completely delocalized, the spectrum is
a series of well-separated d peaks dominated by the peak






We now turn to the inclusion of a "nite homogeneous
line width c. Fig. 1 also shows NW
$%-
for three di!erent
choices of c. It is observed that for small delocalization
lengths, these data follow the same linear scaling as in the
case c"0. If N
$%-
increases, however, the linear scaling
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breaks down and NW
$%-
underestimates the real delocaliza-
tion length imposed by the static disorder. The reason
is clear: the homogeneous broadening adds an extra
contribution to =, which is not related to the static
disorder. With decreasing disorder strength, i.e., with
increasing delocalization length, the homogeneous com-
ponent starts to dominate the total line width =, which
then no longer gives information on the actual delocal-
ization length. In fact, the maximum value for NW
$%-
that
can be found in the presence of homogeneous broadening
is given by J3p2DJD/c!1. The linear scaling breaks
down well before the delocalization length reaches this
value. Of course, if one has independent information on
the homogeneous linewidth, one may deconvolute the
observed spectra into the homogeneous Lorentzian and
the inhomogeneous lineshape imposed by static disorder.
Using only the width of the latter component in the
right-hand side of Eq. (8) will then give a good measure
for the delocalization length, provided one is indeed in
the intermediate-disorder regime. We stress that this
simple approach relies on the assumption that the ex-
citon homogeneous linewidth does not strongly depend
on the exciton frequency, which generally is an oversim-
pli"cation.
4. Applications
We "rst consider the example of PIC J aggregates.
This system has been studied extensively. We will focus
on PIC aggregates in a low temperature (1.5 K) glassy
host. The absorption line width under these conditions is
="13 cm~1 [18], while the homogeneous line width is
negligibly small (c(1 cm~1) [19]. Using as interaction
strength J"!600 cm~1, we arrive at NW
$%-
+36. This is
to be compared to the value N
$%-
+50 obtained from
a full numerical simulation of the cooperative spon-
teneous emission and the line shape [13,18]. Considering
the crudeness of our arguments, the comparison is rather
good. This even improves if we realize that in the full
numerical simulations long-range dipole}dipole interac-
tions were taken into account. We may do this e!ectively
by increasing the value of J by 20% [13], which gives
NW
$%-
+40. In addition, it should be realized that in Ref.
[13] the delocalization length was taken at the frequency
where the average oscillator strength per state is maximal
and this happens on the blue side of the J band, where the
delocalization length is somewhat larger than at the top
of the J band. Finally, we note that using ="13 cm~1
and NW
$%-
"40 in Eq. (5), we "nd p"68 cm~1, which
agrees very well with the value p"0.11DJD"66 cm~1
obtained from the full numerical analysis in Refs. [13,18].
We next turn to the B850 ring in the bacterial light
harvesting system LH2. The transfer interaction in
this system is J+!300 cm~1, while various values of
the homogeneous and total linewidth (HWHM) have
been reported. Here we quote two sets of data. Small
and co-workers [20] report ="140 cm~1 and c"
105 cm~1 at 4.2 K. Thus, the homogeneous broadening
is important. If we nevertheless neglect this broadening,
we arrive at NW
$%-
+7. Correcting the total linewidth
for homogeneous broadening by quadratic subtraction
(J=2!c2), we arrive at NW
$%-
+9. Fleming and co-
workers [5] report ="215 cm~1 and c"94 cm~1
(room temperature), which in a similar way leads to
NW
$%-
+5.5}6. We thus "nd a fairly large range for the
delocalization length (5.5}9) obtained from the linear
absorption spectrum. Our values touch on the upper
boundary of the range around N
$%-
+4, which has been
quoted in several studies [2,3,5], while they are appreci-
ably smaller than the delocalization over (almost) the full
ring (N
$%-
"18) which also has been claimed by various
groups [1,4,6].
We stress that our numbers obtained for the LH2
complex should be considered with caution. First, our
general simulations focussed on long aggregates with
delocalization lengths larger than 10 molecules, while
here we extrapolated our conclusions to small rings
with delocalization lengths of at most 10 molecules. Ac-
tually, the circular structure may change the scaling
factor a by an amount in the order of 15% (due to 3p2
changing to 4p2). Second, we have assumed that
the di!erent disorder o!sets e
n
within one aggregate
are completely uncorrelated. This may be too strong an
assumption [7,15]. In a simple model that accounts for
correlations within each aggregate, one distinguishes
intra-aggregate disorder and inter-aggregate disorder.
The intra-aggregate disorder is of the same type as we
have considered above, i.e., for each molecule in a
given aggregate, the disorder o!sets are chosen indepen-
dently from a Gaussian distribution with width p. On the
other hand, the inter-aggregate disorder adds to each
molecular o!set within a given aggregate exactly the
same extra contribution, which for each aggregate is
chosen randomly from a Gaussian with width p
*/5%3
. In
this model, the observed absorption line width is
determined by both p and p
*/5%3
. In fact, one expects





other hand, the exciton delocalization length is not a!ec-
ted by the inter-aggregate disorder and is only deter-
mined by p. Therefore, if the inter-aggregate disorder
is appreciable (implying relatively large correlations
between the o!sets within each aggregate), the delocal-
ization length obtained from the ensemble averaged
absorption line width underestimates the actual delocal-
ization length. Thus, the rather large absorption line
width observed for the LH2 complex, may still be recon-
cilable with a delocalization over almost the entire ring, if
the inter-complex disorder strength is comparable or
larger than the exchange narrowed intra-complex dis-
order strength.
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5. Conclusions
We conclude from our simulations that the observed
width = (HWHM) of the linear absorption spectrum is
a useful measure for the exciton delocalization length
imposed by uncorrelated static disorder. The value ob-
tained from= according to Eq. (8) slightly overestimates
(by 10%) the delocalization length as obtained from the
participation ratio at the center of the absorption band.
This measure is superior to the value obtained from the
commonly known exchange narrowing argument (Eq.
(15)), as J is usually known with reasonable accuracy,
while p can only be guessed. Two conditions apply for
the use of Eq. (8). First, we should be in the intermediate
disorder regime, where N
$%-
is at most of the order of half
the physical aggregate length. Second, the homogeneous
linewidth c should be negligible. If the latter does not
hold, a rough measure for the delocalization length im-
posed by static disorder may still be obtained by using
for = in Eq. (8) the observed HWHM corrected for the
necessary deconvolution to take the homogeneous com-
ponent out of the absorption line. Alternatively, one may
in the case of large homogeneous linewidth interprete
NW
$%-
obtained from the complete linewidth (without cor-
rection) as the coherence size of the exciton imposed by
scattering on both static disorder and dynamic degrees
of freedom [4]. We have applied our method to PIC
J aggregates and the bacterial antenna complex LH2
(Section 4).
We "nally note that a measure for the delocalization
length that is closely related to NW
$%-
is provided by the
pump}probe spectrum, which also is sensitive to the
separation between the two lowest exciton states on
a delocalization interval. Here, similar provisions con-
cerning the e!ect of homogeneous broadening apply. For
a detailed study of this delocalization measure, we refer
to Ref. [11].
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